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-police beat
Thursday, March 22
12:19 p.m. A caller from Mason
Hall reported broken glass from
a door. Central Plant was advised
and no injuries were reported.
An officer took a report.
3:28 p .m. A caller from the new
Clark College reported a lift was
partially in the roadway. It was
broken down and the contractor
advised the lift would be
removed.
10".18 p .m. An officer from the
General Services building reported a plastic swimming pool in the
west parking lot Central Plant
was asked to pick up the pool.

Friday, March 23

Caitlin Dunnagan/!he News

Country musician Tracy Lawrence entertains faculty, students, staff and community members In a
concert Wednesday evenlnQ at Lovett Auditorium.

Department offers help
for filing tax returns
Students may receive help filling out
tax returns through the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program.
Students may get assistance from noon
to 4 p.m. today and Aprill3 in room 353 of
the Business Building South wing.
The assistance is free and the program
also does c-filing.
For more information, contact the
department of accounting at 809-4193.

Engineering scholarship
available to students
Sophomore and junior engineering stu·
dents are eligible to apply for a scholarship
through
Kelly
Engineering
Resources.
Students must submit an essay on a
designated contemporary engineering
topic. Applicants will be evaluated on
their demonstrated potential for and
commitment to a career in engineering,
academic performance and knowledge on
the issue or challel)gc addressed in their
essay.
The $5.000 award will be given in
, December 2007 and may be used for

tuition, room and board, books and fees
for the 2008 calendar year.
Materials and guidelines are available
at kellyengineering.com. Applications
must be received by Oct. 1.

Organization presents
awareness program
Amnesty International will present
"S.T.A.N.O. for Sudan: A Festival of
Music, Food Awareness and Activism"
today.
The English Student Organization will
read poetry and the African Student
Organization will provide food and
music.
Three speakers will be featured at the
event: Martin Battle, Ann Beck. both associate professors in the department of government, law and international affairs and
Gabriel Akec.
The- program will be from 6:30·9:30
p.m. today in the Curris Center dance
lounge.
Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
809-4480.

5:37 p.m. A caller reported one
of the east doors at Faculty Hall
was propped open and the fire
panel was in trouble. An officer
secured the door and the fire
panel was in trouble until further
notice per Central Plant.
6:51 p.m. A security guard at
White College reported the
sound of gunshots south of the
college's parking lot The Murray
Police Department was advised.
A resident was using fireworks to
scare away birds at Wells Hall.
8:02 p.m. A caller reported a
bicycle in the middle of the footbridge. An officer put the bike in
the bike rack at Elizabeth College.

Saturday, March 24
6:50 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a bee in a room.
Central Plant was advised.
2:22 p .m. A caller from College
Courts reported a shower in one
of the apartments was not working. Central Plant was advised.
8:10 p.m. Murray Police
received a fire trouble alarm acti·
vation from Hart College. Ceo·
tral Plant was notified. The
building kept sending trouble
and restore signals. An officer
took a report

Sunday, March 2S

Plant was advised. An officer
took a report.
11:50 p.m. The residence direc·
tor of Hester College reported
the from desk phone was not
working. Telecommunications
was advised.
7:32 p.m. A resident adviser at
Franklin College reported a student threatening to harm
him/herself. The student was
transported to Four Rivers by an
officer. An officer later transported the student back to
his/her residential room. An officer took a report.
9:01 p .m. A caller from White
College reported a purse stolen.
The caller advised they would
come to Public Safety to file a
report. The individual never
came to Public Safety.

took a report.
9:44 a.m. A caller from Clark
College reported burned trash in
the ashtray outside of the build·
ing. The Murray Fire Department
and Facilities Management were
notified. The state flre marshal
was notified.
2:30 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a broken window with a hammer lying below
the window. Housing was notified. Facilities Management was
notified for repair. An officer
took a report for trespassing.
5:14 p.m. A caller from the Curris Center parking lot reported a
male subject throwing water balloons at vehicles. The incident
was reported to Racer Patrol.
The subject was gone on officer
arrival.

Monday, March 26

Wednesday, March 28

4:48 a.m. An officer advised
there was a horse loose at the
West Farm. The owner was notified and the horse was put away.
12:08 p.m. A caller reported a
subject had passed out by the
food court in Faculty Hall. Emergency Medical Services was
advised. The subject refused
transport and was escorted back
to a residential college by an officer. An officer took a report.
5:20 p .m. Racer Patrol reported
a vehicle with the driver's side
door open at the residential college circle. No contact was made
with the owner and an officer
secured the door.
S:37 p.m. The residence director
of Elizabeth College reported the
west elevator was stuck on the
ninth floor and the doors were
opening and closing. Central
Plant was advised.
ll:40 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a group playing
loud music and whiffle ball in the
rear parking lot. An officer spoke
with the subjects and the music
was turned down.

7:36 a.m. The burglary alarm
was activated in the University
bookstore. The system was reset
and the bookstore open signal
was received. The officer did not
make contact with the bookstore.
9:06a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported a burned piece
of paper. There was no smoke or
flre. The Murray Fire Department and Facilities Management
were notified. The state fire marshal was notified.
1:25 p.m. A caller requested to
speak with a counselor concerning a friend. The friend had spoken with a counselor previously
and would contact the St\}dent.
7:49 p.m. A caller from Black·
burn Science reported they
removed a door in the fourth
floor hallway closet to get an air
tank. The caller requested someone put the door back up and
secure the closet. Central Plant
was advised.
9:37 p.m. An officer was out
with a male subject who was trying to burn a bug with a lighter in
the Regents College parking lot.
The subject was advised of University policy.

Tuesday, March 27
a.m. A caller from Regents
College parking lot reported a
vehicle was leaking diesel fuel.
The owner was notified to move
the vehicle from Murray State
. property.
8114 a.m. A Murray State
employee found a bag containing
suspected marijuana at Hart College. The bag was placed into
evidence by an officer. An officer
7:50

U:08 a.m. An officer was
advised loud shouting was coming from the parking lot of
Lowe's. The Murray Police
Department was advised and an
information reJ)9ft was taken by
a Murray State officer.
8:47 a.m. The residence director
of Hart College reported the fire
alarm panel was beeping. Central

Motorist assists - I
Racer escorts -1
Arrests· 0
Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dis·
patched calls are not listed.

Psst... Want to Hear
So~nething New?
Check US Ou-t

Online a-t WKMS.org
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Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
\::,;,j,:;IC'~;fe·
(worldcafe.org)

TJ:le World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves u p an eclectic
mtx of blues, rock, wot:ld, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, views and
interviews reflecting the local and national
African American commu nity.

·ro ~t& *t~ (~ ~~'l"
.,l(
Beyond the Edge

Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after

Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Midnight Sun.
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for ~iscriminating insomniacs and weary weekend
warnors. Hear legendary stars like Frank Sinatra and
new artists such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.
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TASK FORCE

From Pagel

From Pagel

going to get that budget interpretation and
flushed with water and tested to
we're going to get the finance and adminmake sure the systems holJ presistration cabinet to give us a interpreta- sure.
tion of the budget that's going to allow us
He s::.id he looks at different
construction projects across the
to do that.
"... We're working on that very hard • state to make sure projects are
for the next couple of days but we can't being completed by licensed conassume that we'll get it and have to take
tractors.
steps to be ready to shut down the proHe said Murray State is not the
ject if we don't get it in the next two to only place affected by this probthree days."
lem - incidents oc<."Ur statewide.
But University President Randy
University officials asked the Kentucky legislature to change the wording Dunn said the information Johnin Kentucky statutes to complete work son presented was not accurate.
on Phase lli of the science complex.
"What was said is incorrect,"
Dunn said. "There was a change in
The change would have allowed
money already appropriated to the Unithe contractor for the sprinkler
versity to be used to complete Phase II, system on Clark. So, initially, the
gencr~tl contractor on the project
the chemistry wing.
had hired one company to do the
According to a reported issued by the
Finance and Administration Cabinet in sprinkler system.
February, the $15 million given to the
"Because of poor performance
University for the physics wing must be
of that company, it is my understanding a new contractor was
used for the physics wing and not to
complete any other phases.
given the sprinkler business."
Dunn said he knew of the alleThe University asked for more money
to complete the projects because of an gations made but said part of the
increase in construction costs and the
bid process was to make sure
addition of square footage.
everyone working bad a license.
"I was aware of this earlier,"
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.
Dunn said. "We had looked at this
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and everyone involved in the project was licensed to do what they
were doing in terms of sprinkler
work.
"Everything was done according
to law by folks licensed to do the
work."
David Blackburn, director of
procurement, said he was contacted about the possibility of hiring a
contractor without a license.
"It was brought to Murray
State's attention in the bid process
that perhaps the sprinkler subcon·
tractor might not be licensed to do
business in the state of Kentucky,"
Blackburn said. "... <Murray State)
made sure that they produced a
copy of that certification before
they started.
"It is my understanding that all
the work was performed under
the direction of All Star Fire Protection."
Blackburn said all subcontractors for the Clark College project
are working for Pinnacle, the gen·
eral contractor for the project.
Blackburn said during the process,
Pinnacle ch.anged from All Star to
Premier.

Blackburn said he did not know
APf's role in the construction
process.
At the forum. members of the
task force also heard about other
issues affecting students and staff.
Student Government Association President Scott Ellison said
more sidewalks should be constructed within close proximity of
campus for students.
"It's not safe to walk because
there are no sidewalks, so they
would have to walk on the side of
the road," Ellison said.
Alice Walters, associate professor of history, was concerned
about the publication of campus·
wide phonchooks listing the
addresses and phone numbers of
students and faculty.
She said if students or faculty
members do not want their information published, they must contact the Registrar's office.
Walters said the choice should
be given up front to all members
of the campus community.
"I don't want to be accosted by a
student or anyone else in my
home environment," Walter~ said.

"We should be all about protecting stuJcnts."
OthN topics that were lliscussed at the forum include traffic
flow and congestion around campus. particularly 16th Street, and
how these problems affect fire
and police services.
The task force will also look at
different campus policies and traffic problems.
The task force was formed by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher last year to
examine Kentucky Universities'
complacence with safety codes
and regulations. The 15-mcmbcr
task force is visiting Universities
to evaluate safety techniques.
Gail Minger, whose son Michael
was killed in the 1998 Hester College fire, is chair of the task force
and Eric King, junior from Calhoun, Ky., is serving as student
representative.
Said Minger: "It is our goal to
have safety consistent across campus. When it comes to safety,
there is no autonomy. H should be
safe across the commonwealth."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuclmer@murraystate.edu.
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Pho ne:809-4468

Graduation office sends·
leHers to some seniors
requiring more hours
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.
May graduates began their celebration this week by
buying their caps and gowns, announcements and
diploma frames at Senior Salute in the Curris Center.
The long-awaited four years - or longer, for some has finally arrived.
But some students may not walk across the stage in
May after all, if a letter from the graduation office
lands in their mailbox.
Some seniors received letters from the graduation
office stating that they had not completed the
requirements for graduation, though they received
graduation confirmations earlier this semester.
There are many problems that could have
occurred, from software glitches on the MAP to
adviser oversights. And since summary pages are
handwritten, there could be mistakes.
Frustrated seniors should double check with the
graduation office to make sure there hasn't been an
error before getting frantic.
,.,
The bottom line is that the graduation office should
not be able to do this to seniors. If there is a problem
with a senior's graduation status, they should be~ol.d
when they turn in their graduation packets, so they
can make alternate graduation plans. If you are a
graduating senior who received such a letter, make
sure to voice your opinion to the graduation office.
Students who have closely monitored their MAP
reports for four years should expect the graduation
office. to show them the same courtesy - the first
time around.

-

what do you think•••
How many hours should be required to graduate?
"Overall, I think most requirements are
appropriate for each major, but there are
exceptions."

Bee Feldhaus • louisville, Ky.
sophomore
"I think they're fair the way they are,
because it gives you an opportunity to
have a broader knowledge of general
aspects of life.''

Tommy Moore · Memphis, Tenn.
sophomore

"I think 120 is a good amount.'

Kaia fox • Sedalia, Ky.
freshman

"I think they are good where they're at
because it makes it possible to graduate
on time."

Preston Morrow· Taylorsville, Ky.
senior
Caitlin Dunnagan! The New;
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Senior applauds president's activism
In My
Opinion

Elizabeth
Caw ein
Elizabeth Cawein is
the editor in chief
of The Murray
State News.

get that man an agent.)
But beyond the laughter and the silliness, the performance was a moment in
which president and students met on
equal turf, as equal people, and the
unspoken message of Dunn's brief
moment in the Step spotlight resounded
throughout the auditorium.
It was a message students needed to
University President Randy Dunn is
bear, and one I think they'll continue to
everywhere lately. He's in Wells, in the
hear as long as Dunn bangs his hat in
Quad, on stage in Lovett, on his blog Wells Hall.
Sure, we've seen past presidents
hell, he's even on YouTube.
If you had the misfortune of missing
strolling through the Quad. We've even
the live performance of the faculty stepmet them on the court for a little pick-up
pers at Alpha Phi Alpha's ' annual Step
basketball from time to time.
Off before Spring Break, you can catch
But we've never seen them like this,
the smooth moves of Dunn and other
willing to jump on stage and be ridicufaculty members and administrators in
lous in front of a few thousand students.
syndication on YouTube. Check out
We've never seen a president so open,
Dunn's blog for a quick link to the video.
never so personable.
I hope the significance of the night
And that is exactly the key - Dunn is a
person. A regular, ordinary person who
isn't lost on the digital recording - and
I'm not talking about the discovery of . wants the things for this University that
Don Robertson's Oscar-worthy acting
we want. And he's a person who wants to
abilities. (Seriously, though. somebody
connect with students outside the realms

Dunn's presence
on campus
commended

of University president and University
student. Person to person. Mano e mano.
If you want further proof, you need
surf no further than his blog.
In the few months that he's been on
campus, be's hit the ground running in a
marathon of efforts toward open communication. So far, he's succeeding.
He's a student journalist's dream when stories break, be offers us comments. When we need him, we can ftnd
him. That's a hell of a lot more than can
be said for a certain recent president
who shall remain nameless.
But beyond the concrete examples, I
just get good vibes from the guy. I'll
admit, it sounds silly. And I'm OK with
·t hat.
I'm looking forward to shaking his
band on stage in the RSEC May 12,
because though he'll have presided over
the least of my undergraduate years at
Murray State, I have faith that he'll take
care of the place I love when I leave it.
And I couldn't ask for a much better
graduation gift.

according
to jim .•.

South's intolerance
causes prejudices
1

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Amnesty International hosts
'S.T.A.N.D. for Sudan' today
If Murray State students took
time from their hurried lives to
reflect on the world outside Murray, many would fmd themselves
surprised at the atrocities that
occur globally each day without so
much as a collective eyelash batting amongst the major nations of
the world.
The largest African nation,
Sudan, bas been embroiled in a
deadly conflict in its Darfur region
for the past three years that has
killed at least 400,000 people and
has forced more than 2 million
innocent civilians to flee their
homes.
Despite repeated actions by the
U.S. and the U.N. Security Council, the genocide in Darfur continues with no end in sight.
Today, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Dance Lounge,
Amnesty International with the
help of the Murray State College
Democrats and the tollege Republicans, will be sponsoring a pro~
gram titled "S.T.A.N.D. for Sudan."
The event will feature faculty lectures, free food, music, prizes,
human rights-themed poetry, a
short documentary and a Sudanese
refugee speaking on his personal
experiences.
Students and faculty are urged
to attend and learn more about the
grave human rights violations that
continue in Darfur. Importantly,
Murray State is encouraged to
unite as one campus willing to act.
We hope to write 50 letters and
make 50 phone calls to U.S. representatives during the evening to
press this issue on our foreign policy makers.
We also hope to raise money for

the Juet community, a village in
southern Sudan in need of water
pumps for clean water.
Murray State may not be able to
save the entire Darfur region in
one night, but surely we can raise
enough money to directly help
lives in the entire Juet community,
people with a desperate need for
the basic human right to water.
Amnesty International at Murray State believes there comes a
time when silence is betrayal
Concerning the genocide that
continues and will continue in
Darfur, we believe that time is
now.
Please join us today and Stand
for Sudan.
Kelly Mackin
Freshman
Philpot, Ky.

Brief exposure to smoldng
d oes oot cause health risk
I would like to address the
socialist aspects of .smoking bans.
Yes, I said socialist (welcome to
the United Socialist States of
America).
The fact is, brief exposure to second-hand smoke is an irritant, not a
health hazard, and the fact that
smoking bans are targeted at brief
exposure - less than one hour - is
pure socialism.
The harmful effects of secondhand smoke are incurred by prolonged repetitive exposure, not by
the exposure incurred in the nonsmoking section of a restaurant for
the normal dinner out.
The fact that this ban goes
against less than 10 seconds of
walking past smokers in an outdoor
environment is absurd.
No one will be harmed any more

than listening to someone cussing
on a cell phone.
Exposure to smoke in bars is a
different story, but in the same way
that no one enters the military
without knowing that they might
die in a foreign country, no one
enters a bar without knowing that
they will be exposed to smoke.
lf the anti-smokers want to have
the night club experience without
smoke, they should establish a nonsmoking night club just as there are
"dry bars" (non-alcoholic bars) to
cater to non-drinkers. Socialist
laws protect you against your own
will and against misperceived dangers.
You should ask: "Why do we
expect a group of people to pay
more than their share of taxes and
seek to remove them from society?"
Clay Norton
Nonstudent
Symsonia, Ky.

Bicycles are a coavenlent way
to commute from off campos
I never park more than 100 feet
away from the Lowry Center. I
arrive to school every morning
energized and refreshed, and
sometimes even ready for class.
My commute to school, from
off-campus and in-town. is sometimes less than seven minutes
door-to-door, and never more than
twelve. 1 commute by bicycle, a
glorious manner of arriving on
campus if there ever was one.
It seems that with .all the advantages bike commuting bas, more
students would partake in this
activity, yet many seem to have
false notions of what little it takes
to enjoy this form of transportation.

For a short commute to campus,
not much equipment is required. If
you are going to commute in this
manner, a bike with effective
brakes, properly-inflated tires and
a well-oiled chain will serve quite
nicely. In other words. just about
any bicycle will do.
A bicycle helmet is needed, and
perhaps some brightly-colored
clothing to draw the attention of
sleepy-eyed motorists.
Inattentive motorists can indeed
pose quite a threat to cyclists, but
no more so than the threat they
pose to other motorists.
But, a cyclist belongs on the
road, riding with trafftc and not on
the sidewalk.
It is important to pay attention
to surroundings, be predictable
and deliberate in traveling and use
band signals (no, not that one) to
signal your intention to other vehicles.
Yes, "other vehicles" is the
proper term, for bicycles arc
"granted all the rights and subject
to all the duties" of a motorist,
according to Kentucky law.
To make for a safer commute,
consider somewhat indirect routes
to campus, favoring low traffic
instead of expediency.
While some rainy days will
make for lousy commuting by
bike, the weather is now regularly
fair enough to make the experience downright enjoyable.
And let's face it, complaining
about a lack of parking on campus,
while driving a paltry, walkable
mile-and-a-half to school. is almost
shameful.
Jeff Viniard
Junior
Crestwood, Ky.
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Holy wars, prejudice.
hate, bombings, ignorance.
These are only a few
items on the list of
consequences caused
by the pursuit of a single religion desperately attempting to convert the world.
When I say a single
religion, I'm not accusing just one culprit.
.___ _ _ ___. I'm talking about
Jim
almost all of them.
Burch
The United States is
a very diverse home of
many religions given the freedom to practice how they wish - as our nation was
founded.
But just because you're given the right
to do something doesn't mean you won't
face scrutiny and persecution anyway,
especially if you're in the minority.
We live in the Bible Belt. This area of
the country is almost completely dominated by Protestant Christians, and most
are good people who accept the world
around them with tolerance and respect.
But it only takes a few bad apples for
me to immediately notice how some
aspects of humanity have yet to evolve.
This really jumped out at me during the
release of a "Gotta Have Faith" article
focusing on Jehovah's Witnesses.
The article was written in a fair manner, presenting the facts and the perspectives of those on campus who practice the
religion.
But it wasn't the article that caught my
attention. It was the comments left on our
Web site, thenews.org.
Below the article lay 126 comments,
mostly complaining or accusing the religion of falsity or blasphemy.
I've never seen a more ridiculous and
pointless medium to try to prove a religion right over another, as if it were a
competition.
Some of these comments are loaded
with misunderstanding and ignorance.
One comment even contained 4,600
words warning readers to "beware of the
wrong half." That number was not a typo.
Have we really fallen this far behind in
a world that is supposed to be more educated than ever before?
People need to stop worrying about
being right and start worrying about
being understanding.
How do you expect people to convert if
you only bash their core beliefs? That
doesn't accomplish anything.
These are not just Christians I'm talking about. Jehovah's Witnesses were Leaving comments, too. Even those who followed neither religion left their two cents
on the forum.
Hell, I'm sure this column itself will get
all sorts of nice comments by those feeling it necessary to defend something
against me.
Well guess what? I'm not listening, not
to any of you. I know what I believe and
have for a long time. It could be Christianity, Mormonism, Islam, I'm not going
to tell you because no one else wants to
hear it either.
If people want to fmd God (any god),
they'll find him. It's not like finding your
lost keys. The big man isn't bard to locate.
So, I'm going 'tO play referee and call a
foul on this madness, since there will definitely be more comments left in the
future.
rm calling a tic. That's right, a tie. No
religion gets to be the right one until all of
you decide to get along.
How do you expect the Middle East to
come together if we can't do it in America?
Everyone needs to realize diversity is
the greatest thing this country has. Could
you imagine what the world would be like
if we were all nondescript, Caucasian
Christians?
Snooze.
When we learn to love diversity, we
can end racism, religious prejudices and
any other form of ignorant hate.
Just because you think you're right,
even if you are, doesn't mean the other
person is wrong.
I'll bet that most people. hateful of
other religions, couldn't tell me anything
about the religions that hate so much.
Think every Muslim is a terrorist? I bet
you can't even name the ftve pillars of
Islam if you do.
So until you all decide to get along and
play nice, when I die I'll go to my god and
when you die you can go to yours. The
end.

jim Burch is the weekly opinion columnist
for The Murray State News. He can be
I reached at james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Board approves new graduate program
Ashley Edwards
Assistant News Editor
A new )!raduate program
for nutritional sciences may
soon be added to Murray
State pe nding administration
approval. The program has
already received approval
from the Board of Regents.
Jeff Frame, associate professor for the department of
wcllness and therapeutic science s, who proposed the idea
to the Board. said the goal is
to get the program started
this fall.

The program will enable
students who have become
regular dieticians to attain a
masters degree in nutritional
sciences, Frame said.
"We are excited to afford
students the opportunity to
earn a masters in nutrition,"
Frame said.
Students will be required to
complete 33 credit hours
involving a nine month clini·
cal training under a registered
dietician and completing
classes in subjects such as
counseling,
statistics,
research, literature and
sel~cted electives.

Students must also complete a research project that
will be presented in a seminar
class.
Frame said this is a national
program that will offer lots of
opportunities for Murray
State students and those of
bordering
universities
because it will be one of only
three graduate programs for
nutrition sciences in the state.
University of Kentucky and
Eastern Kentucky University
also have programs.
Frame said the American
Dietetic Association is the
accrediting agent for the

undergraduate
program,
which has been accredited
since 2003.
He hopes to get the graduate program accredited soon
after it is instated.
Half the dieticians in the
country have a master's
degree, so when it comes to
getting a job there is a 50/50
chance of going up against
someone with a higher
degree, Frame said. Eventually ADA will require all dieticians to attain a master's
degrt.•c.
The program is currently
accepting admittance applica-

tions. So far, 35 applications
have been submitted for ten
slots.
To apply students have to
fill out an application and are
required to have a 3.0 GPA.
They also have to submit
Graduate
Record
Exam
scores and letters of recom·
mendation, have some experience in the field and write a
two page minimum cover letter explaining rational for
applying and why they would
be good in the program.
Carrie McAliley, junior
from Bowling Green, Ky., is a
dietetics major.

She. said most of the students in bcr classes are very
excited about the possibility
of a graduate program becoming established at Murray
State.
Establishing a graduate pro- 1
gram here will bring in a lot of
students from areas outside of
Murray, McAliley said.
Said McAliley: ''I'm really ,
excited about it and I know
my advisor has been pushing •
pretty hard for it. ... It makes
me want to stay in Murray."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edward.s@
murraystate.edu.

catching some rays

Students continue tanning despite health concerns
Alaina Zanin
Staff writer
Many spring breakers left c:tmpus
in hopes of returning to school with
magnificent, bronzed skin to taunt
their less-fortunate friends who
remained in slightly cooler weather
for the spring hiatus.
Once at the beach, however, many
coeds forgot the strength of the sunlight. Instead of bringing back glistening, healthy tans, they returned
with burnt·red faces and blistering
rear-ends.
Sunburns are not only uncomfortable, but they greatly increase a person's risk of developing skin cancer.

SKIN CANCER
EXAMINATION
101
TIPS FROIIf TH~ AMERICAN ACADEMY or DERMATOLOGY
AND THE SKIN CANCER FOUNDATION

Many young adults don't realize
the dangers of tanning until it is too
late. •
More than 20 people die each year
from melanoma. the most deadly
type of skin cancer.
Everyone is at risk for skin cancer,
but risk is increased based on sun
exposure, moles, skin type and
genetics, according to the Skin Cancer Foundation.
Judy Lyle, health educator and
staff nurse, said she hopes students
will take the necessary precautions
against skin cancer and be safe in the
sun.
She said students should use the
mnemonic device slip on sleeves,
slop on some sunscreen - at least

SPF 15- and slap on a hat, when vcn·
turing out in the sun. Also, make sure
to avoid the sun during the hottest
part of the day and protect eyes with
sunglasses.
"Start thinking about it early," Lyle
said. "Sun exposure before puberty,
especially blistering sun burns, can
increase your chances for skin cancer later in life."
A person's risk for skin cancer
doubles if he or she has had five or
more sunburns. according to the
Skin Cancer Foundation.
The survival rate for patients with
early detection is 99 percent, but can
fall to 15 percent depending on how
far the disease has spread, according
to the Skin Cancer Foundation.

The American Academy of Dermatology recommends patients use
annual physician skin examinations
as precautionary measures and also
self-examinations to look for unusual shaped and colored moles, or a
patch of skin that is scaly or doesn't
heal.
Dermatologists can also help
repair sun-damaged skin through
medical treatments and dermatological surgery.
Tanning beds arc especially popu·
lar with college students. and while
they offer certain benefits for people
with depression and skin conditions
like eczema, they are also linked to
dangerous scarring and cancer,
according to the American Academy

of Dermatology.
Most tanning beds emit mostly
UV A radiation. These rays are less
likely to burn skin, however they
have been linked to immune system
damage, premature skin aging, and
melanoma.
Heidi Clutter, sophomore from
Christopher, Ill., knows ski~ health is
important, but also enjoys tanning.
"This is the first year I've really
tanned," Clutter said. "I worry, but I
don't do it to an extreme like some
people do. I think it's healthier for
your skin to do it in a healthy way.
You just have to be conscious about
your body."
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Spolti119melanoma is as easy as recitin9 tile ABCs.llere's what to
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8ETSTHE AIREMALINE GOitll
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESU.IE.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
•Most Insurance
Accepted (Including:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare,
Medicaid, Spectera,
Dr. Douglas W. Payne VSP. Avesis)

EYES &EYEWEAR
In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray
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Serengeti
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Tommy Bahama
RALPH LAUREN

"Quality Eyecare for d1e Entli'e F01nily."

Add some leadership &Excitement to your life today! For more information,
contact the Murray St. Army ROTC at 270-809-5061 or visit http=//www.murraystate.edu/rotc/
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EARTH DAY 2007

Students prepare for

~ Regent holds forum,
celebration : requests student
participation

aJ celebration, celebrating the earth and

April Whitten
Contributing writer
While many environmentally conscious students understand the importance of recycling, some have decided to
go beyond practicing what they preach
and celebrate recycling.
April 16 is Earth Day, and the student
recycling coordinators have planned several events in honor of the day.
Student
Recycling
Coordinator
Stephanie Galla, sophomore from Glen
EUyn, Ill., described Earth Day as a glob-

7a

being good stewards of it.
Earth Day events will take place April
12-27.
Among the many events are a 5K
marathon and a yoga benefit dance. Both
events will be environmental fundraisers.
Galla and her co-student Recycling
Coordinator Erin Black. senior from Radcliff. Ky., began planning the Earth Day
events last December and have put a
great deal of work into these events by
contacting faculty and student organizations, distributing information through
the media and getting input from the stu-

dents. faculty and staff.
Black said they have put together activities for Earth Day in the past, but noth·
ing this extensive and well-organized.
Galla and Black have involved many
student organizations including the College Democrats, Murray Environmental
Student Society, Amnesty International
and the Students of Sociology.
Black said she hopes the activities will
increase awareness for environmental
issues, let people know what they can do
to help and get people involved.
April Whitten can be reached at
april. whitten@mu"aystate.edu.

Ashley Edwards
Assistant News Editor

Governor appoints new STEM task force
Group aims to improve science,
technology, engineering
and mathematics across Kentucky
Ashley Edwards
Assistant News Editor
The Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics Task Force has released
eight recommendations to
increase performances in
Kentucky areas.
Neil Weber. dean of science, engineering and technology, is the only Murray
State representative on the
task force, which is based out
of Frankfort, Ky.
The task force is made up
of llO participants including
educators. business and professional leaders and public
relations.
Weber said the task force
meets once a month and is
divided into three smaller
working groups that focus on
education, business practices
and relations and communications.
"The goal is to ~timulate
interest and resources to help
Kentucky grow in science.
• engineering, technology and

mathematics," Weber said.
Weber said an increase in
the STEM areas will be beneficial to the Commonwealth.
"As we grow expertise
around science, technology,
engineering and mathematics. we build the potential to
expand job opportunities in
the state," Weber said.
Weber said by putting
more funding into the STEM
areas more jobs will be created and more companies will
locate in Kentucky resulting
in an economic boost.
Weber said raising awareness of the need for STEM
areas is important because
the United States is losing
ground to other countries in
resources for science, technology, mathematics and
engineering.
"It's
very
important
because in order for the U.S.
to stay where it is, they have
to ge t mo re technology,"
Weber said. "We are exporting a lot of our resources to
other countries."
The STEM task force has

announced recommendations
to improve science, technology. engineering and mathematics.
The
recommendations
include raising awareness.
creating incentives, improve
teacher preparation and revolutionize how STEM curriculum is taught, learned and
assessed.
Lee Nimocks, assistant vice
president for Post Secondary
Education. said these recommendations were crucial to
Kentucky in order to get up
to par with the rest of the
nation.
"Kentucky and the nation
are facing a crisis in these
areas," Nimocks said. "Thirty
years ago the United States
ranked third in the number of
science graduates. Now we're
ranked 17th."
Nimocks said Kentucky is
even farther behind as the
state ranks 41st in the nation
in science degrees and 44th
in the number of high tech
businesses.
"Our economic future in
the Commonwealth depends
on how we respond to this
crisis," Nimocks said.
With the recommendations
out, Nimocks said the next
step will be creating strategies.
Work groups will look at

each recommendation and
develop specific strategies.
Nimocks said the STEM
Task Force anticipates a conclusion in early Fall and a
proposal will be shown in the
2008 Legislative session to
seek approval for any needed
funding.
Allyson Handley, senior
policy advisor for the economic development initiate,
said she feels the large size of
the task force will benefit the
recommendations in the legislature.
"I think this is a wonderful
frrst step to a coordinated
approach in making sure our
children and grandchildren
wiU have the opportunity to
be successful in these jdbs.''
Handley said. "It's exciting
and I'm very pleased."
Handley said with a large,
coordinated group the task
force has been able to come
up with a process that will be
helpful to Kentucky.
These recommendations
will bring Kentucky into the
21st century with the STEM
occupations, Handley said.
For a view the complete
STEM Task Force report go
to cpe.ky.gov/ news/ reports/
cpe_reports/stem.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
m~aystate.edu.
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Regent Alan Stout will discuss the role the Board of
Regents plays in the University at 6:30 p.m. Monday in
the Hart College lobby.
Stout said he is excited to
have some interaction with
the students of Hart and
other colleges.
Scheduling conflicts with his
career as an attorney have
made it difficult for him to
attend many of the other
University functions.
"This is an opportunity for
me to have some interchange
with students," Stout said.
Stout said during the
forum, he plans to explain his
past involvement with the
University, what the Board
does and the role it plays,
and offer students an opportunity to express their
thoughts.
"The residential college
system seems to be very
strong on campus and I just
thought it would be an
opportunity for me to have
some interaction with the
students of Hart." Stout said.
"1 really appreciate Ann Landini's leadership and help in
putting this forum together."
Landini, journalism professor and head of Hart College,
said she and Stout. a member
of Hart College, arranged the
forum as a way for him to get
more involved in the residential college while informing students on important
University matters.
Landini said the forum will
be beneficial because it will
gives a face to the Board and
show its members care about
what students think.
Jeremy Burris, junior from
Dyersburg, T enn.• and Resi-

dential
College
Council
president
of
Hart
College.
said Landini presented the
idea of the
forum to
him Monday and
asked
if
Alan Stout the Hart
RCC would
Regent
be interested in sponsoring the event.
Burris said having Stout
speak will allow students to
feel more connected to the
Board.
"It's good to have a face to
put with Hart College in the
Board of Regents," Burris
said.
Burris said he, and several
other students are excited
about hearing Stout speak
because it demonstrates faculty enthusiasm in student
life.
"It's great that faculty are
wanting to come to Hart,"
Burris said.
Stout graduated from Murray State with a bachelor of
science in 1978 and attended
Salmon P. Chase College of
Law at Northern Kentucky
University,
where
he
attained his Juris Doctorate
degree in 1981.
Stout was admitted to
practice law in Kentucky in
1981 and Illinois in 1998.
In hls practice, Stout's pri·
mary focus areas of law
include civil litigation with a
heavy emphasis in bankruptcy, business law and insurance related litigation.
Ashlty Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Alpha Gamma Delta • 2007 Officers
President
VP Member Development
VP Scholarship
VP Recruitment
VP Operations
VP Finance
VP Campus Relations
Property Coordinator
Personal Development
CoordJnator
New Member Coordinator
Sisterhood Coordinator
Membership Coordinator
Philanthropy Coordinator
Social Coordinator
Public Relations Coordinator
Ritual Coordinator
Publications Coordinator
Purchasing Coordinator
Risk Management Coordinator

Carrie MacAUley
Lauren Wilson
Jennifer Glass
Kacie Rector
Jordan Myrick
Sarah Farmer
Carrie Ogle
Brienna Byrd
Hallie Rhodes
Erin Strader
Ashley Kincaid
Shannon Bishop
Rachel Meyer
Brandy Couleas
Andrea Biller
Anna Floyd
Becky Paskievich
Layton Noel
Lindsey Miller

Alumnae Relations
Activities Coordinator
Correspondence Secretary
Intramurals Coordinator
Telecommunications
Song Coordinator
Community Service
Coordinator
Special Events
Assistant Finance
Assistant Recruitment
Assistant Membership
Coordinator
AGD Mom's Club
Panhellenic Representatives
Guards

Congrats to our new girls!
Andrea l-lall
Hannah Seyer
Mallory Montrastellc
\

Christin Laird
,Joanna Sn1ith

Valerie Yankowy
Lacy McGinnis
Maggie Tate
Bre Sykes
Katy Arnold
Kristen Strebler
Lauren Frizzell
Dolly Wisman
Amber Anderson
Mallory Dickerson
Emily Gann
Erica Belt
Rachel Mann
Kelsey Lamb
Christy Jackson
Jaclyn Acree
Jen Boyd
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University launches
new transit system
Emily Wudmer
News Editor
Carrying heavy grocery sacks while walking to Wai·Mart could be a
thing of the ,p ast for Murray State students.
Saturday, a shuttle will begin, that will make a loop to some local businesses.
Don Robertson, vice president for Student Affairs, said he and the Mur·
ray-Callaway County Transit Authority have been working on the project
since last fall.
"This idea really developed because 1 work with the international stu·
dents and many of them do not have cars," Robertson said. "I'm trying to
be able to have some kind of shuttle that they can use to get to Kroger o r
Wal-Mart ... so they don't have to carry their stuff back."
The shuttle is free to Murray State Students with an lD and will run from
3-6 p.m. on Saturdays. The shuttle will run a loop from Regents College to
Clark College, the 500 block of College Courts, Wal-Mart and Kroger.
Robertson said the shuttle will help students who may have heavy loads
after shopping and will help keep students safe.
"It certaiilly isn't the solution but at least it is a recognition of a need and
an attempt to try and provide a service that can be of help to students who
don't have transportation and to at least get them to the two places,"
Robertson said.
·
Junghce Han, junior from South Korea, said she usually rides with a
friend or walks to Wai·Mart. Han said she plans to use the shuttle.
"It is good for international students, especially. who don't have cars,"
Han said. ''1 don't have a car so it is good for me."
Audry Hamilton, junior from Benton, Ill., said the shuttle will help anyone on campus without means of transportation, and said having the shuttle run more than once a week would be a good idea. She also said the
shuttle should make more stops, such as to the movies.
"Hopefully they could have it everyday, especially if they could have it
drop people off around campus." Hamilton said.
·
Robertson said he worked with the International Student Organization to
decide what time and day the shuttle would help most students. He said if
interest in the shuttle is high, the shuttle could be held more times a week.
This will depend on student feedback and financing.
He said this shuttle is less comprehensive than the shuttle system Becky
Watts, deputy to the President, is working on, which could incorporate the
entire campus.
~At least this will give us a trial to see," Robertson said. "We know there
is interest. We think students will use it. We may find nobody uses it, but
this is an experiment and it takes time for people to get used to it."
To share your thoughts on the shuttle, go to ·thenews.org/blogs.

Emily Wuchner can be reached at emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.

·Residential College Seminars
How can you make history, take an exciting (no; really I) class with your friends, and get credit at the same time?
The Residential Colleges introduce the College Seminars: one-hour courses that will be offered in each Residential College
with enrollment restricted to members of the College and taught, in most cases, by faculty from the same College. It's the next
step in the historic development of MSU's Residential College system, and you can be part of it.
It's a real class, with real grades, real tests and assignments, and a real educational experience. Here's the line-up for Fall 2007.

Clark College

Elizabeth College

Illegal Drugs in America
Paul Lucko
Tuesdays 6 - 6:50

Getting the Word Out: Guerrilla
Publicity for the Modern Media
Bob Valentine and Bob McGaughey
Mondays (first 8 weeks) 3 :30- 5:20

Regents College

Richmond College

Assassinations that
Changed History
Bartus Ferreira
Mondays 4:30 - 5:20

Running on Empty: Surviving
the Coming Energy Crisis
Ted Thiede
Thursdays 6 - 7:45
(every other week)

Hart College

Hester College

Fit for Life
Friendship, Love, and Lust
Corky Broughto.......,_ _ _ ___.,.........,............,......._ _......,....._--1
Eric Umstead
Mondays 4 - 4:50
Mondays 6 - 6:50

Springer/
Franklin College
Saving Planet Earth
Claire Fuller and Howard Whiteman
Thursdays 3:30 - 4:20

White College
That's Entertainment! Do
You Get What You See or
See What You Get?
James LaValle
Tuesdays 4 - 4:50

How do you sign up?
It's simple! Provide your name, phone number, and last four numbers of your SSN on the sign-up sheet located
at your Residential College front desk or at your College Head's office. We'll take care of the rest!

Enrollment is limited, so act soon.

•
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Felton accepts RACER FOOTBALL
position at
Central Fla.

Spring practice begins_

AutumD Boaz

Tommy Dillard

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Last season the Racers fmished
with a 1-10 record, picking up their
lone win against Indiana State,
Sept. 16, 59-40. The Racers were
winless in the Ohio Valley Conference.
This year, however, players hope
the win column will grow.
"I hope we get better as a team,"
senior Koji Farrington said. "If we
get better as a team, most of the
time that adds on to more wins."
Along with 54 returning players,
19 players have signed National
Letters of Intent to play at Murray
State next season, in hopes of helping the Racers improve upon a 10loss 2006 season.
Preparation for the 2007 season
will continue for the next three
weeks and will conclude April 21
with the Racers' annual spring
game, held at noon at the practice
field.
Griffin said the spring game is
beneficial for the players and
coaches, but more so. the game is
played for the people in the stands.
"(The spring game) just culminates your spring practice," GriffUl
said. "It's an opportunity for us to
showcase a little bit for the people
in town, some alums. but most
importantly the families of these
kids. (It lets us show) what they've
done this whole semester, which is
a lot more than that one (game).
•· We redshirted 14 or 15 of these
freshmen last fall, so they spent the
fall running other people's offenses
and defenses. Now, they get a
chance to compete for a job here
running ou r system."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

Roy Stewart Stadium is still sitWomen's basketball head coach Joi Felting quietly, but the football team
ton is leaving Murray State to take a head
moved one step closer to the new
coaching job at her alma mater, the Uniseason when it began spring pracversity of Central
tice, Monday afternoon.
Florida.
Athletic
After several months of 6 a.m.
Director Allen Ward
conditioning, the players and
announced Thursday.
coaches moved onto the practice
Ward said
the
field to begin four weeks of pracsearch for a new head
tice, which is allotted to each team
coach would begin
by the NC~A each spring.
immediately.
"I think they had had enough of
Felton, a Jackthe 6 a.m. conditi(ming after 10
sonville, Fla., native,
weeks, which the coaches had had
leaves Murray State
enough of it, too, to be honest with
after guiding the
you," second-year Head Coach
Racer women to their
Matt Griffin said. "But (the team)
first winning season -~:........-:::......-.
looked OK. We looked a little bit
since 1990 as well as
better. and that's our goal is to get
Joi
their first Ohio Vala little bit better each day."
Felton
ley
Conference
The team geared up in helmets
Women's Head
championship game basketball coach
and shoulder pads for their first
appearance
since
and second practices, limiting the
that same year and first berth in a postamount of contact but consequentseason tournament since 1989.
ly giving the team a chance to focus
Murray State's 21-win season under 1 on fundamentals such as footwork,
Felton was the second highest win total
passing, kicking and running.
in school history.
The team broke into two units,
"Joi is a dass act," Ward said. "She runs
offense and defense, allowing each
her program the right way. Her studentgroup to work on position specific
athletes arc successful both on the court
drills.
and in the classroom.
Despite only being able to per"She came in with a plan, stuck to it,
form a limited number of drills,
and it obviously paid off for us. She inhersenior linebacker Nathan Williams
ited a program that had not experienced a
said it was motivating to be back
lot of success."
on the field.
Assistant coaches Alysiah Bond and
"It feels real good to be out here
Brandy Manning will accompany Felton
today," Williams said in a press
to Central Florida, while 11-year assistant
release. "Starting today last season
Rob Cross will remain at Murray State,
is over, and it's all about next seaWard said.
son."
Ward said he hopes to have a new
coach in place before Signing Day, April
11.
"Obviously, the sooner the better,"
Ward said. "With Signing Day coming up,
I'd :>ay as quickly as we can do it, so that
~ coach can take advantage of that signing
period. I would hope in the next couple of
, weeks. we can have this wrapped up."
' Ward said he would begin looking at
potential cand.idates for the open position
immediately.
4 "£n a candidate, I'm looking for a coach
that can come in and take the momentum
• we have with our women's program and
take it to a new level," he said. "Joi built a
great foundation here and ll!ft us with an
t excellent team."
f The new head coach will be Ward's
j third coach hire in a high-profile sport in
f less than two years at Murray State, join' ing football coach Matt Griffin and men's
basketball coach Billy Kennedy.
photos by Elaine Kighi/The Ne" s
Tommy Dillard can be reached at '
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
The football team lines up for a play at Its first sprlno practice of the season.
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Junior Rod Harper runs past the defense durtno a drill, Monday.
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Golf team notches 4th place finish at Saluki invitational
•i

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor

After a disappointing showing in the Lady
Invitational, the women's golf team
' responded with two impressive outings during
~ Spring Break, led by the breakthrough play of
freshman Andrea Downer.
The Racers placed fourth out of 14 teams at
the SIU Saluki Invitational Sunday and Mon• day in Carbondale, Ill., behind Downer's fifth
place individual finish.
Downer shot a 75 on Sunday and a 77 on
Monday for a combined score of 152 to lead
Murray State golfers. Downer's performance
came on the beds of a seventh place finish
overall at the Samford Intercollegiate Last
week.
"Andrea played extremely well in the fall

! Racer

and bas continued to get better this spring,"
Head coach Velvet Milkman said. "She's probably one of the most consistent freshmen that's
ever come through our program. She hasn't
won a tournament yet, but she's really close."
Bethany Yates finished 13th overall, shooting
a 79 on Sunday and a 78 on Monday for a combined 157.
Christi Baron shot a combined 158, good
enough for 16th place.
As a team, Murray State shot a 315 on Sunday
and a 314 on Monday for a combined 629 for
the tournament.
The Racers bested Bradley University by
three strokes to stake claim to fourth place.
Eastern Michigan won the tournament. shooting a 610, followed by host Southern Illinois in
second place.
"I was pleased with our performance," Milkman said. "It was a strong field, demanding golf

course and I thought we played well. Ever
since our tournament, we have continued to
improve."
The Racers have charted a steady course of
improvement since the Lady Racer Invitational, finishing seventh out of 14 schools at the
Samford Invitational before this week's Saluki
Invitational.
"We're improving every time out,'' Milkman
said. "People probably don't realize how young
we are. Of the six players that went (to SIU)
three are freshmen and one's a sophomore. So
it just really takes experience. The more you
play the better you are at this level, and they're
really just starting to be comfortable playing
college golf."
Downer was the Racers' top finisher at Samford, recovering from a first-round 78 to shoot
75s in the final two rounds.
The Racers will enjoy a weekend off before

heading to Richmond. Ky., for their last tournament of the season. the EKU Spring Invitational, before the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship.
T he Racers will get a chance to play the
majority of OVC schools at the Eastern Kentucky tournament, something Milkman said
will be beneficial to the women going into the
OVC Championship.
Milkman said she is confident about her
team's chances in the conference tournament
and believes her team will continue its recent
improvement.
"Obviously, our goal is to peak at the right
time and we're on track to do that," she said. "l
look for a strong fmisb. I think everything's
kind of falling into place and hopefully we'll
peale at that time."
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Saturday:

·cas @ 5 p.m.

Saturday: CBS@ 7:30 p.m.

Murray State Events
Fri. - Sat.: Track & Field
Columbia, Mo.
Mizzou Relays

Final Four
Georgetown vs. Ohio State

Final Four
Florida vs. UCLA

Sunday: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.

Sunday: ESPN2 @ 7 p.m.

Sunday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

NBA Basketball
Mavericks at Suns

MLB Baseball
Mets at Cardinals

Reagan Field
SEMO at Murray State

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Reagan Field
SEMO at Murray State (DH)
Sun. - Tues.: M Golf
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
2007 MTSU Aldila Intercollegiate
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Deja vu?
:·Felton bolts,
search .ensues .
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• Hear that sound?
It's the Murray State coaching carousel,
up and running once again, and this time
it's women's basketball Head Coach Joi
Felton who is taking the ride.
As we all learned Thursday morning,
Felton is leaving Mur- .--------..
ray State to accept a
job at her alma mater,
the University of Central Florida.
· Sound familiar? It
was almost exactly
thts time last year
when Mick Cronin
TN: Several of the freshAs ~arch ~adness
s~lit for Cincy, leavwinds down and the focus
men really stepped up
ini·the men's baskettoward the end of the seaturns to the offseason, the
biJf program in shamson. Who do you look to to
Murray State News caught
bles on his way out
lead this team next .season?
up with Racer Head Coach
the door. One can
BK: That's something we're
Billy Kennedy and disonly hope Felton had
going to have to develop.
cussed his flrst season at
Tommy
the decency to leave
Murray State, his recruiting
We've got 10 guys back
Dillard
her p rogram in better
plans and his expectations
worl~ing in the spring and
Sports Editor
shape than Slick Mick
we're going to have to
for the future of Racer basleft his.
develop some leadership,
ketball.
Of course no one is blaming Felton. We
develop some experience
should be happy for her. She is getting the
in the offseason, but that's
The News: What do you
chance to coach at the one school she
think you gained from this
part of the problem buildwould love to coach the most - her alma
ing a team from scratch last
season and, after such a
mater. Opportunities like that just don't
year. We don't have a lot of
tumultuous offseason, how
come around very often, unless. of
guys who have been in a
do you think you fared
course, you coach at Murray State. Isn't it
against your expectations?
Division I program for
skkeningly ironic that in two seasons,
more than one season. It's
Billy Kennedy: We were
this. University has lost two coaches, both
something we're going to
able to formulate a base
to their alma maters, which just happened
have to develop.
and have a team, a core
to have coaching positions available
group to return. We gave
immediately following breakthrough seaourselves the best chance
TN: Do you expect youth
sons at Murray State?
and inexperience to continto win the conference tourThe guy I feel the worst for in this is
nament by hosting a home
ue to be an issue next seaAllen Ward. He hasn't even been at Murgame in the first round. I
son?
ray State more than two years and he's
don't think we surpassed
BK: 1 would think it would
al.re.a dy had to hire more coaches than
any (expectations), but I
be less of an issue. In losing
SOil!e athletic directors will hire in a lifefelt like we achieved most
Shawn Witherspoon and
time.
Ed Horton and Dwayne
of what we set out to do
I was happy for Cronin at the time, and
and came up a little short
Paul, we lost some guys
Elaine Kight/The News
l'!Jl happy for Felton now, but I have to
that have had Division I
trying to win a conference
Billy
Kennedy
makes
a
move
to
the
bench
durl119
the
Racers'
Senior
NiQht
victory
over Tennessee Tech.
.a~k myself: what did Murray State do to
experience. The only guy
title.
so royally piss off the basketball gods?
besides those three that
year and are going to be
ence will it make that the
player?
Are we doing something wrong? Perhaps.
BK: Well, it's going to take
players are able to be in
TN: One of the things
had any Division I experithat much better next year.
Maybe we need to look at who we're
time. He was here five
ence was Tyler Holloway
Murray and work out
you've said plagued this
hiring to fill our coaching positions. I've
together in the spring and
years. The things that he
teaJll,early on was inconsisreturning and playing more
TN: I understand you're
always thought Mick Cronin and Joi Felsummer?
minutes than anybody on
hitting the junior colleges
brought were the intangitency. Why do you think
ton were made of the same stuff. Both
our team. He's going to
bles that were developed
BK: It's something we didhard.
that was and did you feel
were relatively young. They have the
n't have last year. We've
have to be a focal point
BK: We're looking at high
over a five-year period, so
like you ever established
same fief}' coaching style. Both were 1 any kind of consistency?
(next season) as well as
we're hoping to be able to
always said that that's what
school kids also. bul 1
higllly
ambitious, •somt>times in an l'mdo that. We're really going
makes a team special - in
BK: We won seven out of
some of our other guys.
would say our main focus is
t
bigger-than-Murray kind of way it
the oiTseason, guys workto miss him in the offseaon the junior college level.
our last 10 games, so I
seemed.
ing together in the weight
son and the qualities he
thought we became pretty
TN: You've been on the
Not that these are bad qualities; after
room, working together on
TN: Other than a post playbrought.
road recruiting post playconsistent at the end from a
all,.there isn't much of a market out there
individual workouts, players. Do you have any
er, arc there any othcr
win-loss standpoint. I think
for coaches with no ambition. But I would
ing pick-up games, develprospects and how confineeds you arc looking to
TN: With a season under
we did become consistent
like to sec us hire a coach with a different
your belt, expectations
oping relationships and
dent are you at filling that
address through recruiting?
in our defensive effort at
kind of ambition. I'd like to sec us hire a
gap?
BK: Of course we'n• louknext season will undoubttogetherness, something
the end of the year. We just
coach who wants to succeed at Murray
we didn't have last year. It's
had so many new guys.
BK: Well, you know. post
ing for somebody who can
edly be higher. Can the
State for the sake of succeeding at Murray
guys are the hardest thing
score around the basket
team live up to that?
one of the cornerstones of
Something we fought early
State and building up our program.
BK: Here at Murray, you
all successful programs. If
on was just developing a
to get at our level. It's
and hopl'fully a four-mao, a
Now I'm not naive enough to think that
know, ~e have high e.xpecsomething we've been
slasher, scorer, kind of like
you look at all the teams
rotation. developing guys.
there arc many gQod coaches out there
tations every year, and to
that made it to the Final
a Shawn Witherspoon.
With Kevin Thomas getrecruiting all year. We've
who aren't trying to move up and advance
finish in a tie for second (in
got to get some interior
We've got two scholarships
Four this year, their coach
ting hurt and Ray George
thejr careers, but I believe there are a few
was there and they have a
the conference) with what
scoring and some interior
to fill and we're trying to
coming in the middle of
things we could do during the upcoming
play. But I also feel good
find somebody who can
we were able to do in one
number of rt.>turning playDecember. we bad to kind
coaching search to increase our chances
year, that just shows that
ers who have been in the
of start over. Shawn Withabout Tony Easley returnplay the four and the five
of getting a coach who might stay in Muring, as well as George
spot for us.
we're always going to have
program for a long time
erspoon's ineffectiveness
ray longer than a couple of years.
high expectations.
and have had special seawith his foot injury all year
Fotso, Rob Kennedy and
. • First and foremost, if at all ptlssible, go
Marvin Williams are all
TN: How can you replace u
sons, and certainly we'd
was also something we had
local. Our best chance of getting a coach
Shawn Witherspoon-typc
TN: How big of a differlike to have that.
guys that played some this
to adjust to.
~ho will stay long enough to truly take
our programs to the next level, as both
Cronin and Felton promised to do, is to
hire someone with ties to the community.
With the storied basketball history we
have at this University, you can't con·
vince me there isn't someone out there
who has come through the Murray State
program who would make a decent women's basketball coach.
Second, hire someone who has been to
cessful Spring Break. the men's
"We're just resting him until
Moe opponents. But it was the rest
the top and doesn't care to go back. The Tommy Dillard
OVC
play starts," Purcell said.
Sports
Editor
of
the
team
that
picked
up
the
slack
team
righted
its
ship
nfter
strugtrend among mid-major schools is to hire
"He's our No. I player, so we're just
gling against a brutal early season
as ~urray State swept its remaining
up-and-coming assistants from the big
Before Spring Break, women's
being cautious and we're going to
schedule. winning its first two
four matches.
schools. Let's buck that trend. Why not
tennis
head
coach
Connie
Keasling
bring him out in the next OVC
matches
this
season
and
improving
over
Keasling
said
the
victory
hire a coach who's been a head coach in a
said the team's matches over the
to 2-8.
Chattanooga spoke to the top-tomatch.''
m'!-jor conference program, maybe somebreak
would
set
the
tone
for
the
After
starting
Spring
Break
with
ln the place of Zamjaoui, Dmytro
bottom
depth
of
her
lineup
as
well
one who didn't thrive under the pressure
~
rest
of
the
season.
matches
against
No.
30
Tennessee
Ilryhorash
took over the No.1 spot
as
the
resiliency
of
the
team.
of a big-time program but might be a perand
No.
53
Kentucky,
the
Racers
and
pushed
two ranked <)pponcnts
'
·
Consider
it
set.
"We
had
just
got
back
from
fect fit in Murray.
In
the
past
two
weeks,
the
Racers
Break,"
Keasling
said.
KOne
picked
up
two
shutout
victories
to
the
limit
against the Vols and .
Spring
Finally, promote from within. Current
have
gone
3-0
and
competed
against
Wildcats.
of
the
things
you
do
on
Sprint;
Bt'llarminc
and
OVC
oppoassistant coach Rob Cross has been at
against teams the caliber of Kansas
nent Tcnn ssee State.
Again:'t Tennessee, Hryhorash
Break is you bond as a team and
MU\'fay State U years now and would
and DePaul at Arizona State's Sun
faced No. 30 Bobby Cameron. After
"After ;1 really good Spring Break,
what you saw against Chattanooga
make an excellent bead coach if only
dropping the first set 6-2, Hryhoit was good to come back and get a
was a total team effort."
given the chance. Most imponantly, it ' Devil Invitational.
The
Racers
shut
out
Division
II
Two
of
the
Racers'
four
victories
conference
win
against
Tennessee
rash went up 5-2 on Cameron in the
would give the players much-needed conGrand Canyon University as weU as
second set but fell 7-5.
against the Mocs came in three sets,
State," hea~ coach Mel Purcell said.
tinuity and familiarity.
Ohio Valley Conference foe TenThe story wns much the same
and one was settled in a tiebreaker
''Historicaljy. they don't have a
Oh, and guess what? Cross is a Murray
nessee
State,
9-0
and
7-Q
respecagainst
Kentucky as Hryhorash
after
two
sets.
Casady
Pruitt
defeatrcall>
·
strOfl8
team,
so
it's
good
for
State alumnus. And he's got added motitively.
Murray
State
also
earned
a
ed
Beata
Knizat
6-4
in
the
first
set
the
confidt..'nce
of
the
team
to
play
faced
No.
68 Bruno Agostinelli and
vation to plant roots in Murray -a family.
hard-fought 4-2 victory against
dropped the first set 6-2 before
and took a 7-1 tiebreaker to take the
somebody like that.''
Reckon someone like that might think
forcing a tiebreaker in the second
second set, 7-6.
The Rac*rs suffered from the
twice before bolting if the bigs come call- Tennessee-Chattanooga, improving
its
overall
record
to
7-5.
set.
Agostinelli barely escaped, winAngela
McGahee
defeatcd
Bonof
No.
I
player
Fadi
Zam·
absence
ing? You betcha.
Against Chattanooga, the Racers
nie Adams, 7-5, 2-6, 6-4 and l.ynsey
jaoui, who has missed the past four
ning a 7-4 tiebreaker to claim the
Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
lost their No. 1 and 2 singles matchBochenek beat Samantha Duggan 6set, 7-6.
matches due to a srrained wrist sufes as both Anna and Rachael Lask
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
fered against Jacksonville State
Tommy Dillard can b<' reached at
2,4-6.6-0.
, fell at the hands of highly ranked
thomas.dillard@murray$tate.edu.
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
While the women enjoyed a sue·
March 11.

with head basketball coach Billy Kennedy

'11

Women's tennis serves up 4-game streak
Men claim first Zvictories, fall to UT, UK

I
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tthe Wild Raspberry
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPI'OMETRIST

.....

Lj16 M(;!in Downtown C:ourt 5qu(;!re

..

'153-0859
wildr(;!sp@murray-ky net

8,.,.. .,.,. c.,..,.

Come see the Easter (Junn!ll
fllld ltop on downtown!

goodla for tlte cltlldren /
April 6tlt ~ - 6 p.m .

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget - Custom Installation

~A-PI\JE ~ ·~~Sunset Boulel'ard Music

1109 Chestnul St. ·Next Door to Wendy's

Hours: Monday· Saturday, 10 a.m.· 6 p.m.

Phone: 753-<lt t3

~!I
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Bruins blast 'Breds in 6th inning
Nine-run inning leaves
'Breds with 17th loss
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
Rain on Wednesday wiped out
the Thoroughbreds' chance to recti·
fy a 10·8 loss suffered Tuesday.
The 'Breds were scheduled to
play Louisville at 2 p.m. Wednesday, but Mother Nature stepped in,
leaving the 'Breds with more time
to ponder Tuesday's two-run loss
and nine-run sixth inning endured
against the Belmont Bruins.
"I think we were definitely disap·
pointed in the way we came out and
played Tuesduy", senior Seth Hudson said. "I know as a group we
were ready to get out there
(Wednesday) and show what we
could do."
Tuesday's game was scoreless
until the third inning when Hudson
reached third base with a lead-off
triple. Hudson later scored on a
wild pitch, giving the 'Breds a 1·0
lead.
The Bruins, however, didn't let
the 1·0 lead stand for long, scoring
their frrst run of the game in tllc top
of the fourth.
Murray State took a 2-1 lead in
the fifth after Hudson hit an RBI
single, scoring sophomore Justin
Yount.
The 'Brcds went into the sixth
inning with a one-run lead. but by
the time the inning was over. the
Bruins' score had risen nine digits,
giving Belmont n 10·2 lead.
Head Coach Rob McDonald said
Belmont's offl.!nsivc explosion in
the sixth left his team in a bind, but
he said he felt his tenm did not perform well until Belmont forced the
issue.
"Obviously that wns :1 real bad
inning, 01nd sometimes that hap·
pens," McDonald said . "l wasn't
real pleased with the way we were
playing up until that point, even
though the game was close prior to
that. -· I wasn't pleased with how
we had played, especially how we
had played up until that point. I felt
like our hitters had not swung the
bat very well. It was a little after
they scored the nine (runs) that if
seemed like we decided to play and
got serious about getting some
work done."
After Belmont created the eight·
run deficit, the 'Breds came to the
plate swinging in the bottom half of
the inning.
Freshman Chad Allen, the second
batter of the inning, nailed his firsl
career home run down lhe left field

line, pushing the score to 10·3.
Senior Jamie Lcidolf got on base
with a single to left and later scored
on a single by· Yc.lUnt. Yount later
scored on an RBI single by senior
Austin Swain, notching the score at
10-5 going into the seventh inning.
"Sometimes it's hard to put a fin·
ger on why teams play better at
some times and why they don't (at
others)," McDonald said. "I think
focus is probably one of the 'main
things, They kind of came out and
pounded us that one inning and I
think our guys kind of thought 'it's
either we start playing or we're
going to get embarrassed.'"
The 'Brcds went on to score two
runs in the seventh inning and one
run in the eighth, but were unable
to thoroughly close the gap, despite
bringing the tying run to the pl01tc
in the ninth inning .
The 10-8 loss moved the team's
record to 5-17. The 'Bn•ds' Ohio
Valley Conference record, however, sits at 2·1 after picking up two
wins against Samford last weekend.
"That was a big weekend for us,"
McDonald said. "We came very
close in the games we lost. We lost
one of the games in the lOth inning,
so we had a really good chance to
win three. I thought our guys
played real hard and did a good job
down there."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

photos by Elaln<! K•ght/The News

Senior Jamie Leidolf congratulates senior Jason Payton after scoring a run.

Spawning fish
create debate
on the lake
The debate of whether to target bass
while they are laying eggs is getting hotter each season.
So-called "politically correct" group~
and animal rights
••
activists have even
gone as far as
demanding
a
closed season dur·
ing spawning.
These
groups
argue that catching
bass on beds will
burt fish popula·
tions by damaging
the reproduction
rates on bodies of
water.
They also rely on
Steve
the myth that these
fish are easier to
Miller
catch than any Outdoor columnist ·
other times of the
year. If we use even the slightest bit of
common sense, then we can prove these
opinions to be untrue.
For the past decades, when there has
been no issue of catching fish on beds,
there was no noticeable effect on fish
numbers. This was before the practice of
"catch and release" was popular.
In those days it was not uncommon for
anglers to keep all fish they caught without giving it a second thought. Now it
doesn't take a fish biologist to realize that
bass fishing was just as good or even better in those days as it is today.
Nature has a way of balancing the prop·
er population density for a certain body
of water.
For example, if too many offspring are
produced, their mortality rate will be
higher due to natural causes of predation,
competition and carry capacity of the
habitat.
In the event of low reproduction, the
reverse is true and more fry will reach
maturity.
Phil Chapman, a senior biologist with
the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conserva·
tion Commission, reports that It takes
only a very few spawning females to successfully maintain the bass population of
a body of water.
Chapman stated, "If the female bass
population of a lake were reduced to only
two, those two would be sufficient to fully
restock the lake to the natural population
density... This remarkable statistic shows
how nature can endure a suitable popula·
tion.
The claim that spawning bass are easier to catch is deceitful. Most of the time
the smaller male bass is responsible for
guarding a nest, and it is true that these
fish are more aggressive than normal.
They will usually hit anything close to
them.
However, the trophy females sought by
anglers are much harder to catch. It takes
a Jot of patience and persistence to master
the floe points of sight fishing. Good boat
control, attention lure selection and pre·
sentation, and a stealthy approach are
necessary to get easily spooked females
to react to your bait.
'
In my experience, I have found bed
fishing to be the hardest type of bass fish·
ing and will usually not do it because it is
time consuming and will test all of your
tolerances.
'
Whether taking a spawning bass off the
bed is ethical is a personal issue. With no
evidence of negative influences on ' the
gene pool, it is unfair to tell people they
cannot target these fish, especially where
it is perfectly legal to do so. Some may
enjoy the challenge it presents, while others despise it.
•
Sight ftShing presents a new aspect to
the typical fan casting of shorelines
where the fish are not seen. The good
news is that they do not all spawn at once,
but in waves. So depending on your
stance of the issue, you can target pres·
pawn, spawn or postspawn flSh in the
same body of water.
Keep these issues in mind as you
encounter flSb on beds thL<i spring. Based
on research, there is nothing to worry
about if you pluck a big female of a nest.

..

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E·mail comments
to steven.miller@murraystate.edu.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
Corner of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

s
Bible Study 9 am.
Topie: Book of Revelation
Refreshments 1o a.m.

Wednesdays Feb. 21- Mar.l8
Supper 6:00 p. m.
worship 7:15 p. m.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1·800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m . -noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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The computer-ani·
mated movie
'TMNr puts a new
spin on a cartoon
many students
watched as children.

• •

.

~or many students,

.

action figures of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles bring back fond memories. The franchise has recently made a comeback with the newmovie, iMNT.'

••

New 'Ninja Turtles' movie gets students reminiscing=
•

'

iimBurcb
Staff writer
Four teenaged turtles mutated by
ooze, devoted to fighting crime and
protecting the luscious April O'NeiL
No, you're not lost on a nostalgia
trip - they're back.
The newest :~ddition to the
:reenage Mutant Ninja Turtles saga
on the b ig screen, "TMNT,'" brings
the four familiar reptiles back in digital animation.
: T he new movie moves away from
the cartoonish humor of its prede·
cessors and swings back to the orig-

l

ina! tone of the comic books.
But it's that very humor that is the
stuff of fond childhood memories for
college students.
Since the popular cartoon series
began in 1987, the Turtles produced
an overwhelming line of toys and
products, especially after the release
of the first movie in 1990.
Though college students probably
consider themselves too old to play
with Ninja Turtle toys today, some
can remember the days when they
couldn't get enough of them.
Brandon Wright, sophomore from
South Fulton, Tenn., collected and
played with Ninja Turtles memora-

bilia through his childhood.
He snid that bctwceJ) the Turtles
and Ghostbusters. there were
enough toys to entertain him for
hours.
"I hnd the ooze chamber where
you put (the Ninja Turtles) inside
and poured the green oo:tl' .til over
them," Wright said. "It was probably
the messiest toy I ever owned. I
think I remember my mom hnving to
clean up ooze nil over my room."
Wright saiJ he hasn't seen the
newest Turtles movie but prob:tbly
will when the film reaches DVD
release.
"It's one of those movies you

loved as a kid," he said. "I don't
know if I'm going to spend six bucks
on it this week, but I'm sure I'll see it
eventually. I saw the other three;
you have to sec the rest.''
Other students ditched the dolls
and dollhouscs to p lay with some
more versatile and feature-oriented
toys.
Abby Givens, freshman from
Litchfield. UJ., said she was always
jcnlow; of the toys her old brothers
owned as children.
"1 had a Barbie like every other 10year-old girl, but I remember this
one (Ninja Turtles toy) I would
always steal from my brothers to

\

.

..... ,.......c-- .....

"*"'"'~

play with," she said. "lt was this little ·
gun that shot little plastic pizzas. It
was so much better than any of my
toys. Barbies don't shoot pizzas."
wTMNT" has provide a new lineup
of toys since ils release last Friday.
Many of which bear striking
resemblances ro the older toys of the
past.
"Who didn't own something Ninja
Turtles?" Brandon Wright said. "I'm
pretty sure if I were to senrch
around my basement long enough, I
could still find some of that green .
ooze I used to make a mess wit h."
Jim Burch can he reached at
jim.bun·h@murraystate.edu.
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'Bible Belt' unites: Protestants
gather to celebrate Holy Week

Career fair
9 a.m., spring
teacher career fair,
participants must
dress formally and
bring multiple
copies of their
resumes, Curris
Center Ballroom

Casey Northcutt
College Life Editor ·
If Protestantism were a pho·
tograph, it wouldn't be black
and white - it would be varied
tones of gray, and a denomina·
tion would exist for each shade.
Murray State boasts 10
Protestant student organiza·t ions, serving a variety of religious groups from B~ptists to
Presbyterians to nondenomina·
tional ministries. Despite doctrinal differences, these groups
will soon come together to celebrate the basic belief that
unites them: that the one and
only God sent his son, Jesus
Christ, to sacrifice himself for
the sins of the world.
"There arc differences in
what
Protestant
groups
believe,'' said Emily Burch,
campus minister for Methodist
group, the Wesley Foundation.
"But we all believe that Christ
died for us."
All Protestant denominations
trace their roots back to the
Roman Catholic Church, Burch
said. In the 16th century, a
monk named Martin Luther
confronted the Church about
certain corruptions, and conse·
quently broke away to form his
own religious movement,
which was dubbed the Protestantism Reformation.
Numerous religious groups
branched off from this movement, forming their own opinions concerning Christianity.

Festival
6:30p.m.,
S.T.A.N.D. for
Sudan: A Festival
of Music, Food,
i\wareness and
'Activism, Curtis
Center Lounge

• Saturday
Horse show
9 am., American
Quarter Horse
Association Horse
Show, Expo Center,
free admission

• Tuesday
Holy Week
Worship
10 a.m., "Stations of
the Cross,'' a selfguided devotional
tour, Wesley Foundation

• Thursday
Maundy
Thursday
7 p.m., worship serVices, Baptist Campus Ministries Center, Wrather Museum Auditorium
8 p.m., Wesley
Foundation

Celebrating this common
ground, Burch said Murray
State's campus ministries have
come together to commemorate the week before Easter, or
what they call "Holy Week."
During this time, she said
Christians
remem ber
the
events leading to the death of
Christ through prayer and spe·
cia! services.
"As far as I understand it, this
bas been a central part of the
celebration of Christians from
the very, very beginning," she
said. "What we do during Holy
Week is we relive that again."
Each campus ministry will
bold its own worship services
throughout the week that focus
on the death of Jesus, Burch
said.
This includes an interactive
devotional tour, foot washings
and Maundy Thursday services
that commemorate Jesus' last
supper with his disciples.
Burch said the celebration
that ties the denominations
together occurs on Good Friday, the day devoted to Jesus'
crucifixion.
The ministries invite all students and faculty, no matter
what denomination, to worship
together as members of one
religion.
"We do an ecumenical Good
Friday," she said. "And it's not
just for Protestants. It's for all
Christians. The Catholic student
mtmstry
is
really
involved."
The service includes dramat-
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Kasey Tobin, sophomore from Brandenburo. Ky.. sings at the Wesley Founda-:
tlon service. Songs and praise music are a Iaroe part of Protestant worship.: ,

IJp ned week:

IICCA
ic scripture reading and worship in the Curris Center ball·
room, but Alecia Byassee, asso·
ciate campus minister for Baptist Campus Minis tries and
graduate student from Bard·
well, Ky., said it begins at the
gates by 15th Street and Olive
Boulevard at 11:45 a.m., where 11
cross will stand.
"What happens at this event,
or this observance of what hap·
pened on the Friday of the crucifixion, (is) there is a cross
that will be carried down the
middle of campus, and during
that time, it's just a re mem·
brance of Christ having to walk
through
the
streets
of
Jerusalem with the cross on his
back," Byassee said.
The symbolic walk, she said,

will end at the Curris Center
theater. Once there, the ministries wUI hold a worship service with praise music and
prayer.
''The campus ministers
throughout the entire campus
just wanted ... all believers of
Jesus Christ to come together
in observance a nd refl ection as
a time of worship as our snvior," she said.
Byassl'c snid this service puts
Good Friday and the recogni·
tion of Christ's death into a
whole new pcrspectiw.
"For me. a s a Protestant
growing up," she said, "the
focus has never really been on
the Good Friday - it's always
bcen on the Easter aspec t ... hut
this is a very important and
very symbolic time of worship,
too. in regards to the Friday.
(Christ) trul}' suffered for us -

for nil o f us."
,•
This year will mark the sec·
ond time the cross has traveled
through campus in the ecu ..
mcnical service Andi Denney,;
senior from Frankfort, Ky., said.,
A member of the Presbyterian
organization. Ministry Open to
All. Denney attended the event
last year.
As a senior. she said in her
years on campus she has.
noticed denominational divi•
sion, but she has also noticed a
des ire to unite.
Said Denney: "I'm seeing
even more than the differencef
- a greater push for us to com~
together , and break down those
barriers and to realize our similarities and appreciate each
othe r's beliefs.''
,
Ca sey North cutt cun be..
reached at cuscy.northcutt@
murraystate.edu.
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Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
7:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditor ium, tickets
sold at the Student
Government Association office or at
the door, students
$3 with Racercard,
general admission
$5, children under
12 free
0
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Lily Allen delivers unique album with cheeky twist
charmingly BritPop without being
too, well - BritPop.
And since Wal-Mart would've
already taken liberties with all the
fun swear words, they definitely
couldn't be corrupted by lines like
"A fella looking dapper, but he's sit·
tin with a slapper(I'hen I sec it's a
pimp and hls crack whore" o r "O(h)
deary me/ My little brother's in his
bedroom smoking weed/ 1 tell him he
should get up cos it's nearly quarter
past three/ He can't be bothered cos
he's high on THC."
Moral of the story - buy this a lbum
immediately. but make sure the
black and white explicit content
sticker is shining proudly from the
bottom right. It'll be like a foreign
language without the F-bombs.
Now, for your must-hear tracks:
• "Knock 'Em Out." The drum beats
and jazz piano marry perfectly from
the first second. Then, cue Allen on
the 90-mile-an-hour rap verses. "Cut
to the pub on a lads' night out/Man
at the bar cos it was his shout/ Clocks
this bird and she looks ok/She
caught him looking and she walks
away/ Alright darlin, you gonna buy
us a drink then?/'Err, no, but I was
thinking ab1.1ut buying one for your
friend."'
• "LDN." Accented by totally unex·
pectcd mariachi-style trumpet lines
reminiscent of "Shake, Shake Senora," this homage to London is cheeky

Review
Editor in Chief Elizabeth Cawein
writes the music reviews.
• She's vindictive and catty. She's
got a sharp tongue and an even
sharper wit with the songwriting
pen. She's delightfully British.
She's Lily Allen, and her playful
first albu m. "Alright, Still" has been
ioaking waves since its debut in Jan·
ictry - mostly because of its addictively catchy first single. "Smile."
'. But there's much more to Allen
than the single or her own decep·
t1vely sweet smile. She's a ftrecrack·
cr in an unassuming package, and
her music packs a pop punch from
track one to 13. Her vocals are tanta·
lizing evidence of some serious
songstress potential, but the real
charm lies in Allen's casual British·
style rap. Her soft soprano voice is
so soothing you can't help but be a
little surprised when she utters lines
like. uoh my gosh you must be joking
me/If you think that you'll be poking
me."
Kids, she's not talking about Face·
book.
· I can't decide what I like better her biting, yet casually unconcerned
lyrics, the unpredictably fun mix of
musical styles, or her "you couldn't
pay me to annunciate" spoken-word

courtesy of C.1pitol Records, Inc.

diatribes. Bottom line, she's the total
package, and I bet she'd be a hell of a
lot of fun after a few pints.
The bonus points rack up quickly
as you glance at the liner notes to see
her name in the primary writing
credits on each song. After one listen
through the album, though, that'll
come as no shock - these words are
intensely personal, and Allen herself
has talked about the relationship
woes that led to these lyrics in sev·
eral interviews. In fact, in a recent
report she called out her ex-

boyfriend for going to the papers in
England with his :;ide of the story.
She said she didn't mind, though,
because she'd already slept with all
his friends.
Almost every track on "Alright,
Still" has the potential to become a
you-go-girl empowerment anthem. I
just hope the edited version of the
album doesn't fall into the hands of
too many teeny hoppers. They certainly wouldn't appreciate the stylistic elements, the fabulous work on
the boards or Allen's abilit)' to be

and irreverent. Hardly a portrait of
Big Ben.
• "Not Big." Thank God for Allen's
ridiculous ex-boyfriend, or we'd
never have gems like "Alright how
would it make you feel if I said that
you/Never ever made me cum?/In
the year and a half we spent together/Yeah I never really had much
fun."
·•
• "Friend of Mine." Thank God hllr
brother Alfie isn't much better. "qet
off your lazy arse/ Alfie please ~e
your brain/Surely there's some wa}.ls
out there that you can go apd
spray/I'm feeling guilty for leadipg
you astray/Now how the hell do you
ever expect that you'll ge t
laid/When all you do is stay and play
on your computer games?'' Poor
Alfie. But sister does give him .a
shout out in the liner notes - "1 do
quite like you, actually!"
Oh. Lily, you cheeky monkey.

J'ffJ
----

·.

No note: only ifyou're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't•
bother paying f or it.
.
Two notes: a decent record. try before
you buy.
'
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a futu re classic.

President's new blog receives mixed reviews from students
Becky P asldevich
Staff writer
University President Randy
Dunn may have turned a few
heads in Alpha Phl Alpha's
annual Step Off, but he is
making even stronger strides
in his ro.le as president with
lUs new blog.
: Dunn, who defined hls blog
as an electronic conversation,
is creating chatter with "Open
Book," found in the upper
right-hand corner of Murray
State's homepage.
' "The idea of a blog is to
have a give and take of every·
body on the blog and to have
more of a conversation,"
Dunn s aid.
'

Dunn said he started the
blog because it would be a
good way for people to understand his way of thinking on
d ifferent issues and also so he
could hear what other people
say about on-<:ampus topics.
"I think that a critical
process in any large organiza·
tion is communication and if
communication works, a lot
of other things work," Dunn
said. "This is just one more
avenue to help foster that."
Dunn said the Internet is a
good way to reach students
because they are used to it.
"For a traditional collegeaged kid, they've really grown
up with the Internet and the
use of technology," Dunn
said. "For most of our stu·

dents, it's as natural for them
as it is for me picking up the
phone and calling somebody."
He thinks the blog will be a
success and said that the feed·
back and support have been
surprisingly strong. He tries
to check the blog daily and
said that student opinion will
have significant influence.
Joseph Connors, junior
from Louisville, Ky., discov·
ered the president's blog via
the Facebook group, "The
Crusade
Against
MSU
Tuition and Residential Col·
lege Rate Increase!" He said
he checks it about once a
week but is pessimistic about
the president's intentions.
"(Dunn's) goal is to act like
he cares about the students

when he doesn't," Cunnors
said. "With every answer he
has put on the blog. he doesn't
give a straight-up answer."
Connors was motivated to
post s resp,onse when he real·
izcd his point of view regard·
ing tuition increases varied
from other students.
"I was reading what every·
one else was saying and had a
different take, so I shared it,"
Connors said.
Connors couldn't attend
the tuition forum because of
dass. Instead, like other stu·
dents who weren't at the
meeting, he shared his opin·
ion on the president's blog.
"A blog is .n good starting
point,"
Connors
said.
"Although <your opinion)

might not be heard as much as
a physical appe~rance (at a
meeting), it's better than
nothing."
Christy Angel, sophomore
from Louisville, Ky., has a
more positive outlook on the
blog.
Angel. like Connors, said
students' hec tic schedules
restrict them from physically
attending meetings, and that
the blog will be a success. She
even thanked Dunn for starting the blog at the end of a
post. She said it was a simple
start in improving Murray
State.
"As long as (Dunn) actually
reads the responses) (the
blog) will improve Murray in
the long run," she said.

Angel is an administrator of
"The Crusade Against MSU
Tuition and Residential Col·
lege Rate lncreasel" where
462 students, including Connors' Facebook group, discuss
University issues and acceSs
the link to "Open Book,;"
•
Although she wants to
avoid looking overly opinionated, Angel has commented
on two of the three bios postings.
Said Angel: "It's not just a
communication between fac·
ulty and students, but there
are debates between students
and it's more of a discussion
board. t oo."
!Mecky Poskievich tan fie
reached at rebecca.paskievich
@mu"aystate.edu.

This Week in Entertainment
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· Albums

• Box Office

• Son s

L Luvanmusiq
Musiq Soulchild

l . TMNT

1. Glamorous

l . Street Love

2. WUdBogs

1. This Is Why I'm Hot

Uoyd

a. RJchBoy
gich Boy
4. Daugbtry

(Jaughtry
5. KonvJcted

• DVDs

Mims
2. Doo't Matter

Akon

4.Sh ooter
S. Hills Have Eyes U

~kon

4. Cupid's Chokebold
Gym Class Heroes featur-

ing Patrick Stump
3. The Sweet Escape
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Gwen Stefani featuring
Akon

..
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Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatre<;
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. . . . . . . Wyallemuuslc.com
Jodi Picoult
Lily Allen's official Web
2. Rocky Balboa
2. Sbopahollc & Baby
site, Lilyallenmusic.com,:
Sophie Kinsella
not only offers fans a place:
3. Blood Diamood
3. Daddy's Girl
to buy music and Lily Allen:
Lisa Scottoline
T
·shirts but also lets them •
4. Eragon
4. Whitethorn Woods
get to know the British starMaeve Binchy
S. Borat: CUltural Learnings S. Step Oo a Crack
let. The site posts Allen's
of America for Make Beaeflt
blog, in which she updates
James Patterson and
Glorious Natloo o f Kaza·
viewers
on her variou~
Michael Ledwidge
khstan
moods and also displays:
snap shots the singer takeS:
Source: Bestbuy.com
Source: N)1imes.com on tour.

1. Casino Royale

Fergie featuring Ludacris
3. 300

·.

Source: Billboard.com
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LARCE.IiT RESALE dothing store in the
Mid-South. Men, Women & Childm~ ...Save up to 90%. All de.., orpnlnd by size, Vintage to c:urrent &Sft.
iom. 11lt' Amwft' 321 Main Street BenJon, KY, l 70-S27-1078 Open 6 d.l~
10-S.

lravel with m to this ytoar's top 10
Spring BreD destinations! Best deals
zwr.-.teed! Highest rep convnitsions.
!:.111 1·800-648-4849 or visit
)Ylm'.ltllrml.s'9m. Great group discounts.

.

New Yori< Stock Exchimge company
- lling teachers and students to fill
sales & management positi001. Parttime (10-20 his a week) or Full-time
and we will wori< around scht>dules.
,SMout Inquiries only. Pleasr all Mr.
Mich.vl Henson at 270-703-2970.
~ ~le

and 1 Male AKC Reglsteftd

:Enalish Bulldog Pups 8 weeb. Comt'
with vet record, 1st set o( shots,
wonned. Pup abo comes with 100%

health. For rnon! inform;ttion, you QO
contact me via this ema~1 below: Email:
pet2000.jlmmyetgmail.com. Address
llelow: 350 North O rleans Sftel
Lbby, Chicago, ll 60654
Positi001 available: Part-time di~or
.fof 16-volce adult choir. Send resume,
inquiries to Rev. AMon Dowdy, 1st

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3 x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve::
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UMC, Ointon, ICY 42031, or ~Hnail
bncofficeempiax~express.com.

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE• . .

Visit

Plar more Sudoka and Win llrlzes at
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Annual step show
rocks Lovett stage

Don·' t Poreet!
April 2 is the priority
filing date for student
financial aid applications
for 2007-2008 requesting
grants (non-repay-able),
loans, and/ or student
employment.

photos by Caitlin Dunnagan!The News

4Jpba Omicron PI pedonned 1 las VIQIS"themed show, which event111lly
wan t11111 ftrst piiCt In tile step show's sorority division.

Pi Sigma Alpha
Political Science Honors Society
Presents

''Ethics in Politics''

APPLY TODAY!

a forum to be held in the
Curris Center Theatre
Api:ilS, 2007 at 2 p.m.

Studeat Plnaaolal Aid Olllee

Sparu BaD· B••••t
-

WWW.-J'ftQetda.edw/IIDft'/IID•efei/. . .DI.......IIe.

Featuring:
Kentucky State Senator

Dr. Ken Winters
Kentucky State Senator

Dr. Robert J. Leeper
Kentucky House of Representatives member

Dr. Melvin Henley
Kentucky Gubernational Candidate

Billy Harper
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